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UCF baseball team wins another one to make it 20 in a row- see Sports, p. 16
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UCF student wins bronze in Pan American Games
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O Andrea Gayton
skiied her way to the
winner's circle for
Mexico-her home
country.

This year was the first year
that the Pan American Games had a
waterskiing event. The pressure was
on to qualify for the best team in
Mexico.
"It was really hard," said
Gaytan. 'They wanted to take the
best team so we had to have a lot of
trials."
Not only did- she have to
qualify, but she had to go through
intense training once she did. "It
was so stressful," she said with a
sigh.
Adapting to a f~eign country
also played a vital role in her daily
agenda. The climate and weather in
Argentina is much different than
sunny Florida.
''I was skiing about three times
a day and (the water) was really
cold."
Gaytan was sponsored by
O'Brien skis, but said that her biggest supporters were her parents.,
because they were with her from the
beginning when she just started to
learn.
And how did it feel to have a
l;!hiny hronze medal placed around
her neck after months of practice
and anticipation?
"It felt great I almost wanted

WASHINGTON--During a
white
house press conference with
by OLIVIA CURNOW
morethan
lOOcollegereporters,PresiStaff writer
dent Clinton vowed to use ''the veto
pen" to fight Congressional cuts to
This UCF student didn't spend
student.aid.
March on the sandofDaytonaBeach
While Clinton said his first
with the rest of the Spring breakers.
choice
"is to try to prevail in the
Instead, she was competing in the
debate
in Congress," he criticized
Pan American Games in South
Republican
proposals that seek to cap
America, winning a medal for her
the
number
of students participating
home country.
in
the
direct
student
loan program and
This is how Andrea Gaytan, a
.
to
eliminate
student
foan subsidies
business major in her last year at
while
students
are
still
in college.
UCF, spent parr of this semester.
Clinton
told
students
at the
Last month, Gaytan won the bronze
March 23 press conference that "edumedal in waterskiing at the Pan
cation is even more important to the
American Games in Buenos Aires,
general welfare ofAmerica than when
Argentina.
I was your age," and that '1 cannot sit
Gaytan was born and raised
by and watch it go backward."
in Mexico. Her parents owned a
''I wouldn't be standing here
house on a lake and at age 10 Gayfin
tcxlay,
no
way in the world would I be
began learning how to waterski for
standing
here
tcxlay, if it hadn't been
fun. This fun led her to compete in
for the opportunities America gave
tournaments when she was 14. A
me through education," said Clinton,
year later, she won nationals in
who added that financial aid allowed
Mexico. Gaytan is also on the UCF
.
photo/special to nre Future
him
to finance his college education
waterski team, the winners of the
Bronze-medalist Andrea Gaytan shows off her moves in the
at Georgetown University and Law
national championship in 1991.
see BRONZE, page 5 wakeboard world championships in 1993, which she won.
------------,.-------~-------------------------------11 schoolatYaleUniversity. ''Mywhole
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Joe's nerves are shot - he's
tense, fatigued and wired from too
much coffee. Joe wants to feel better
now.
The University of Pennsylvania Student Health therapist believes
she has the answer to Joe's stress:
massage therapy. For $20 per half
hour, student Health Massage Therapist Jennifer Knight works away stu-

dents'tensionandanx.ietyusirigSwed~

generationoweseverythingwehave
to the educational opportunities our
country gave to us."
Thepresidentsaidhewasready
to veto any legislation that decreased
funding in "areas of education which
are so important tome."
''I don't think there's as much
enthusiasm in the Senate among Republicans (for cuts in education), and
I know the Democrats will oppose
eliminating the subsidies, cutting the
Pell Grants, eliminating the direct
loan program," said Ointon. "So I
hope we can prevail in Congress, but
the veto pen is always there."
Like most college students,
Clinton said he used a variety of
financial resources to fund his education. "Ihada$500-a-yearscholarship.
and a job. I worked in Congress for
two years," he said. "And when I
wentto Yale, I had a grant, a loan, and
a tuition postpayment option. I had a
national defense loan and six jobs, but
never more than three at once."
Since winning control of Congress last November, Republican legislators have targeted higher education prograriis as a way to cut $20
billion out of the federal budget over
the next five years. The federal governmentspent$31 billionlastyearon
work-study programs, grants and
loans.
''I don't believe we should cut
(federal finance programs), certainly

''When I was done [with my
massage],
I felt my body and nerves
College~ Service
had a heightened sense of sensitivity.
The next morning I was really limber
Joe Penn has to write a paper
and relaxed," he added.
for his English Class and one for his
Knight's first goal is to make
Women's Studies seminar, both by
students feel comfortable. She exthe end of the week.
plains to them what is involved in
As if that wasn't bad enough,
massagetherapyandletsthemehoose
he also has a midterm in Economics,
how much or how little they want to
plus an important job interview.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ wear.
Then she asks if they would
like her to put on music or use massage oil, and finds out what specific
areas they feel need soothing.
"Penn is a very stressful place
to be. People who come to me really
want to be there and want to feel
better," she said.
Although the price may seem
high, Meltzer says he feels it is worthwhile. ''You are getting a direct service from a professional that you
can't get elsewhere. It's not expensive for the service that's provided,"
she said.
.Knight ·also gives massage
workshop when contacted by dormitoryresidentadvisors, buttheone-onen
one sessions are the most rewarding
to her.
''I look at myself as a resource
topeople,"shesaid. ''Idon'tdomagic,
but it's nice to feel I really can make a
Carl Rosen, 1991 Campus Solo Performer of the Year, appeared Wednesday in the
difference."
Wild Pizza after h.e was rained out on the Green. His act is in the tradition of Billy Joel.
see MASSAGE, page 4 ...__ _ _ _see_c_u_NT_o_N_,pag_e_s_.
by Jennifer Cohen
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GOP's education
cuts could face
presidenfs veto
College Press Service
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By Marco Buscaglia

- Stress~0d-out students recen1··e massage thera
· pu

•

April 6, 1995
.t

h

ish Massage and soothing music.
. ''I cannot undo in half an hour
the stress students have put on their
bodies for years," Knight said. ''But I
help them feel better." .
According to UP senior Brett
Meltze,r,whohas triedS.tu~ntHealth' s
massage service, the therapy ·really
works.
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The Black Crowes fly over to Gainseville-see p. 9
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Be sure to bring
your COMPLETED
Transient Student
Registration Form
and Proof of
Measles/Rubella
lmunity when you
register.

TIC UNIVERSITY
•
C"l

SUMMER TERMS
Registration ~ates:

Sail through a global educational experience that is enriching, enjoyable
and fulfilling. Experience the best of all worlds by selecting the courses
you may want, or need to meet State of Florida requirements, with
convenient Summer Term class schedules.

FA~

BROWAl'.I., CAMPUS/DAVIE

: COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
DEPT CRSE

REF#

*ACG 3341
*ACG 4401
*TAX 4011

7006A M W
7008A T TH
7010A T TH

MAN
*MAN
QMB
*FIN
MAN
MAN
•MAN
MAN
MAR
MAR
MAR
*MAR
*MAR
CGS
*QMB
*FIN
MAN
*MAN
MAR
*MAR
*MAR

3506
4504
3600
3403
4600
3030
4301
4720
3023
4303
4403
4503
4713
3300
3600
4303
4301
4720
3023
3023
4613

7018A
7 020A
7021A
7024A
7028A
7032A
7034A
7036A
7 042A
7044A
7046A
7048A
7050A
7061B
7062B
7b66B
7069B
?070B
7078B
7080B
7081B

MAR
*ACG
*ACG
*ACG
*ACG
*BUL
*TAX
*CDA
*CGS
*CGS
*CIS

4 713 7082B T TH
3103 · 7094C M W
3113 7095C T TH
3123 ?096C T TH
4651 7097C T TH
433 1 7099C M W
4001 7100C T TH
4503 7107C
W
3300 · 7108C T
3300 7109C M
4321 7110C T TH

*COP
*COP
*MAN
*QMB
*QMB

3510
4 710
3506
3600
3600

7111C T
7112C T
7114C T
7 116C M W
7117C T

FIN 3100
FIN 340'3
*FIN 3403

7121C M W
7122C M W
7124C T

*FIN
FIN
*FIN
*MAN
*MAN

4404
4514
4624
3030
4720

?125C
7126C
7128C
7137C
7138C

*REE
REE
*RMI
RMI

. 3043
3043
3011
3011

EDF 3430
*EME 4040
EME
*EDF
*EDF
*EDF
EEX
HSC
PEM
PET
PET
*ARE

4040
3210
3610
3610
4010
3402
4104
4330C
4720C
4313

DAYS

T TH
M W
MW
T TH
MW
MW
MW
T· TH
T TH
T TH
MW
M' W
T TH
T TH
MW
MW
T TH
M W
T TH
M W
M W

W
T TH
TH
W
T

7143C M
?144C M W
7146C
W
?148C T TH

71 ?lA M W
7172A T TH
7l 73A
7174A
?176A
7178A
7197A
7204A
7208A
.. 7210A
7212A
7217A

TIME

TITLE

PM
6.30-10.05 PM
7 .00-10 . 35 PM
8.00-11.35 AM

COST ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING INFO SYS
FEDERAL TAXATION 2
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
OPERAT MGMT APPLICAT
QUANT METHDS IN ADMIN
PRINCIPLES OF FIN MGT
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
INTRO MGMT&ORGAN BEH
PERSONNEL ADMIN
BU,S INESS POLICY
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
PROMOTIONAL MGMT
SALES MANAGEMENT
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
MKTG POLICY&STRATEGY
MGMT INFO SYSTEMS
QUANT METHDS IN ADMIN
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION
PERSONNEL ADMIN
BUSINESS POLICY
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
MARKETING MANAGEMENT
t:n<TG RES&INFO SYS

6 . 00-10.40
8.00-11.35
6. 30-10. 05
11 . 50- 3.25
11.50- 4.25
7.00-10.35
8.00-11.35

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM

11.50- 3.25
8.00-11.35
8.00-11.35
6.30-10 . 05
6.30-10.05
8 .00- 11.35
6.30-10.05
7 .00-10.35
11. 50- 3. 25
7.00-10.35
11.50- 3.25
6.30-10.05
6.30-10.05
9.55- 1.25
6. 30- 8 .15

PM
AM
AM
PM
PM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM..
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

MKTG POLIGY&STRATEGY
INTER ACCT THEORY

8.lS
6.30
6.30
8.15

PM
PM
PM
PM

INTER ACCT 1.:HEORY
INTER ACCT THEORY
AUDITING 1
ADVANCED LEGAL STUDY

6.30- 8.J.5
6.30 -1 0.05
6.30-10.05
6.30-10.05
6.30- 8.15
6.30-10.05
6 .30 - 10.05
6.30-10.05
6.30- 8.15
6.30-10.05
9.55-11.40
8.00- 9 .45
7 .0 0-10 . 35

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
AM
PM

FEDERAL TAX 1
DATA COMM ORG IMPACTS
MGMT INFO SYSTEMS
MGMT INFO SYSTEMS
INFO SYS ANAL&DESIGN
FROG & DATA STRT,JCTURE
FILES & DATABASE MGMT
OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
QUAN~ METHDS IN ADMIN
QUANT METHDS IN ADMIN
PERSONAL FINANCE
PRINCIPLES OF FIN MGT
PRINCIPLES OF FIN MGT

7.00-10.35
9.55-11.40
7 .00 -10.35
6.00-10.45
7.00-10.35
7.00-10.35
9.55-11.40
7.00-10.35
9.55-11.40

PM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
PM
AM

ADV MANAGERIAL FIN
INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
Il'.'TRO MGMT&ORGAN BEH
BUSINESS POLICY
PRIN OF REAL ESTATE
PRIN OF REAL ESTATE
PRIN OF INSURANCE
.PRIN OF INSURANCE

6-304.454.456.30-

8.00-11.35 AM
4 . 45- 8.20 PM

ED MEASRMNT & EVAL
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLGY

M W F 11 .45- 2.05 PM
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLGY
APPLIED LEARN THEORY
M W
4.45 - 8.20 PM
ED IN A MULTICOL SOC
T TH
7.00-10.35 PM
4.45- 8.20 PM
ED IN A MULTICOL SOC
M W
11.50- 3.25 PM
EXCEPTIONALITIES
T TH
EMER FIRST AID CPR
M W F 11.45- 2.05 PM
APP NUTRTN IN SPORTS
9.15-12.50 PM
T TH
1. 00- 3. 20 PM
KINESIOLOGY
04 TWTHF
9.15 -12.50 PM
PHYS ED:ELEM SCHOOL
T TH
4. 45- 8. 20 PM
ART IN ELEM SCHOOL 1
M W

DEPT CRSE

REF#

DAYS

Summer A & C: Thurs., May 11; Fri., May 12 (8:30am-4pm)
Summer B: Wed., June 28 (8:30am-4pm)

TIME

TITLE

*EEC 4003
*LAE 4353

7219A T TH
7221A MW

4.45- 8 . 20 PM
4.45- 8.20 PM

MAE
RED
RED
RED
*RED
SCE
SSE
*LAE
*RED
*EDF
*EDF
*EDF
*EDF
*EME
EME
*SPA
*EEX
*EEX
HSC

4350
4310
4310
4311
4311
4350
4150
4360
4335
3430
3610
3210
3610
4040
4040
4002
4221
4601
3402

7222A
7224A
7226A
72 27A
7229A
7230A
7231A
7236A
7238A
7272B
7274B
7275B
7276B
7278B
7279B
7296B
7298B
7300B
7308B

11.50- 3.25
1. 00- 4. 35
S 10. 00- 5. 00
MTWTH
1.00- 4.35'
T TH
4.45- _a.20
T TH
1.45- 5.20
T TH
9.15-12 . 50
MW
4. 45- 8 . 20
4.45- 8.20
T TH
MW
6.30-10.05
MW
4 . 45- 8.20
T TH
6. 30-10. 05
T TH
7. 00-10. 35
T TH
4.45- 8.20
MW F 11.45- 2.05
M W
4.45- 8.20
MW
4.45- 8 . 20
T TH
4.45- 8.20
M W F 11. 45- 2. 05

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

PET
PET
ARE
*ARE
*ERC
LAE
*MAE
RED
'RED
*SCE
*SCE
*SSE
PEM

4550
4720C
4313
4313
4203
4353
4350
4310
43 11
4350
4360
4150
3142

7310B
7314B
7 322B
7324B
1328B
7330B
7332B
7334B
7336B
7338B
7340B
7342B
7354C

T TH
T TH
M W
MW
T TH
T TH
MW

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM

T TH
MTWTH

9 . 15-12 . 50
9.15-12 . 50
1.00- 4.35
4. 45- 8. 20
4. 45- 8. 20
9.15-12.50
4.45- 8.20
S 10. 00- 5. 00
MW
4. 45- 8. 20
T TH
7. 00-10. 35
T TH
4 . 45- 8. 20
'!'TH
4.45 - 8.20
MW F 10.30-11.35

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
LNG ARTS&CH LIT EL&MD
PRN&MTD: EL&MD SCH MAT
READING IN ELEM SCH 1
READING IN ELEM SCH 1
READING IN ELEM SCH 2
READING IN ELEM SCH 2
PRN&MTDTEL&MD SCH SCI
SO STUDI : ELEM&MID SCH
LANG ARTS:MID&SEC SCH
CONT ROG MDL SEC SCH
ED MEASRMNT & EVAL
ED IN A MULTICOL SOC
APPLIED LEARN THEORY
ED IN A- MULTICUL SOC
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLGY
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLGY
INTRO TO COM DIS
ASSMNT OF EXCPTNL STU
BEHAVIOR CHANGE STRAT
EMER FIRST AID CPR
EXERCISE TESTING
PHYS ED: ELEM SCHOOL
ART IN ELEM SCHOOL 1
ART IN ELEM SCHOOL 1
PRIN&PROG EARLY CHILD
LNG ARTS&CH LIT EL&MD
PRN&MTD: EL&MD SCH MAT
READING IN ELEM SCH 1
READING IN ELEM SCH 2
PRN&MTD: EL&MD SCH SCI
SCIENCE : MID & SEC SCH
SO STUD I: ELEM&MID SCH
EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION

'

MOH
ARH
*CRW
ENL
P/F LIT
AMH
*AMH
*EUH
*LAH
*MOE
*HIS
*SPN
*MOE

3510C
4955C
4470
4321
3333
4350
4100
4451
4110
4930

7406A
7408A
7410A
7416A
7418A
7424A
7426A
7428A
7432A
7434A

MTWTH
MTWTH
MW
MW
MW F
' T TH
T TH
MW
MW
MW

9 .15-12. 50
9 .15-12. 50
1.00- 5.40
11.50 - 3.25
8. 00-10. 20
8.00-11.35
4.45- 8.20
4.45- 8.20
4.45 - 8 . 20
4.45- 8.20

PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM

3017
4557
3010
4230
4603
4373
4930
4930
4200
4110
3150
3440
4110

7440A
7466B
7472B
7474B
7476B
7486B
7488B
7492B
7494B
7 506B
7542C
7 548C
7 554C

T TH
MW
T TH
MW
T TH
T TH
M W
MW
T TH
M W
M
W
T

11.50- 3.25
8. 00-12 . 40
4.45 - 8.20
9 . 15 - 12.50
1.45- 5.20
8.00-11.35
4.45- 8.20
4.45- 8.20
4.45- 8.20
4.45 - 8.20
4.45- 8.20
4.45- 8.20
4 . 45- 8.20

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

LIVES /GREAT MUSICIANS
HIST&APPRECIATN ROCK
ART OF CHINA
CREATIVE WRITING
18TH CENTURY LITERATR
. MYTH/WORLD LITERATURE
AM BUS HIS SINCE 1890
AMERICAN REVOLUTION
WOMEN MED & E MOD EUR
MODERN LAT AM HIST
MUSIC ELEM SCHOOL 1
INTRO - HISTORICAL STDY
COMMERCIAL SPANISH
MUSIC ELEM SCHOOL 1

PAINTING 1
SENIOR SEMINAR
CONTEMPORARY ART
MAJ AM WRS 20TH CENT
LIT FOR ADOLESCENCE
_ US POL PARTY HIST

AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

COMP VERTEBRATE ANAT
COMP VERT ANAT LAB
SURVEY - MARINE BIOLOGY
FUND OF MICROBIOLOGY
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH METHODS PSYC
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

4603
4603L
3000
3013
4163

PSY 3213
SOP 3004

7602A T TH
7603A T TH
7608A M W
7610A T TH
7636A M W
7638A
7640A

T TH
T TH

9.15-11.35
1.45- 4.05
1.45- 5.20
4.45- 8.20
1.45- 5.20
1.45- 5.20
9.15-12.50

TIME

7642A
7652B
7654B
76568
7676B
7678B
?68QB
7692C

M W
MW
T TH
T TH
MW
T TH
MW F
W

3410
3233
3364
4054
4002

7696C M
7701C M W
7706C T TH
7714C
TH
7716C T

4.45- 8.20
4.45- 8.20
9.15-12.50
1.45- 4.05
4.45- 8.20
1.45- 5.20
1.00- 3.20
1.45- 5 . 20
9.15 - 12.50

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

4.454.454.454.45-

PM
PM
PM
PM

TITLE

6.30
6.30
8.20
8.20

COLONIAL LATN AMERICA
HIST OF MODERN FRANCE
MUSIC ELEM SCHOOL 1

ECS
ECO
ECO
GEA

3013
3101
4223
4600

7728A M W
7730A MW
7732A T TH
7741A MW

8. 00-11. 35
11.50- 3.25
1.00 - 5.50
11.50- 3.25

AM
PM
PM
PM

'GEA
*GEO
CPO
INR
*POS
SYP
SYP
*SY.P
*ECO
ECO
GEA
GEA
'GEO
CPO
POS

4210
4402
4303
4006
3031
3741
4000
4400
4223
47l3
3003
4320
3370
4042
4434

7742A
7747A
7752A
7754A
7756A
7762A
7764A
7766A
7790B
7792B
7802B
7804B
7806B
7822B
7824B

T TH
T TH
T TH
T TH
MW
MW
T TH
MW
MW
MW
MW
MW
T TH
T TH
T TH

11.50- 3 . 25
4.45- 8.20
9.15-12.20
1.4'5- 5.20
4.45- 8.20
9:15-12.50
11.50- 3 .25
7.00-10 . 35
5.45-10.25
9.15-12.50
9.15-12.50
1.00- 4.35
4.45- 8.20
1. 45- 5. 20
9.15~12 . 50

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

POT
SYD
SYO
. *SYP
*ECO
*ECO

4604
4700
4370
4530
3003
4223

7826B
7832B
7834B
7836B
7848C
7850C

MW
MW
T TH
M W
MW
TH

11. 50- 3. 20
1. 45- 5 . 20
9.15-12.50
7. 00-10. 35
4.45- 7.40
5.45-10.25

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

*ECO 4704
*STA 3163

THEORY&MEAS I INTELLIGN
MEDICAL BACTERIOLOGY
INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY
INVERTEBRATE ZOOL LAB
PERS&SOC DEVELOP
EXP STUDIES PERSNALTY
EXP DESIGN&STA'P INFER
CELL BIOLOGY
FOOD AND NUTRITION
METHODS OF CALCULUS
FUND INNUNOHEM/HEMAT
PSY HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
BIO BASES OF BEHAVIOR

7852C T
7864C M

7.00-10.35 PM
4.45- 6.30 PM

INTERNAT ECONOMIC DEV
INTERMED MICRO ECON
MONEY AND BANKING
REG STOY-AFRICA
REG STDY-US&CANADA
HUMAN GEOGRAPHY
LATIN AMERIC POLITICS
WAR & PEACE
ISSUES-AMER POLITICS
SOC OF AGING & DYING
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 1
SOCIAL CHANGE
M.ONEY AND BANKING
INTERNAT MONETARY ECO
GEOG, -SEVELOPNG WORLD
REG STOY-CARIBBEAN
CONSERV NAT RESOURCES
COMP EUROPEAN POLITIC
CONGRESS&PRESIDENCY
MASTERWORKS POL THRY
RACE&ETHNIC RELATIONS
MEN, WOMEN AND WORK
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
ECON PRIN-POLICIES
MONEY AND BANKING
ECON OF INTERNA TRADE
INTERMED SOCIAL STATS

•

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE
*CCJ 4501
*CCJ 4934
•sow 4302
SYP 4000
*CCJ 4931
•sow 3232
*HSA 4113

7892A MW
7893A T TH
7901A T TH
7904A T TH
7907B T TH
7911B M w
7922C M

6.30-10.05
4 . 45- 8 . 20
6 . 30-10.05
11.50 - 3 . 25
6. 30-10. 05
6.30-10.05
6. 30-10 . 05

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

JUVENILE JUSTICE ADM
CRIME AND THE MEDIA
SOC WORK PRACTICE l
SOCIAL P SYCHOLOGY 1

•

ISSUES IN CRIMINL LAW
SW POLICY&PROVISIONS
HEALTH ISSUES&TRENDS

COLLEGE OF URBAN AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
*PAD
*PAD
PAD
*PAD
*PAD

DIVISION OF SCIENCE
ZOO
ZOO
OCB
'MCB
DEF

DAYS

4930
4203
3203
3203L
4095 ·
4700
4234
4023

DIVISION OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

DIVISION OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES
ART
ART
ARH
AML
LIT
AMH
*LAH
*EUH
*MOE
*MUS

REF#

*PSY
*MCB
ZOO
ZOO
*DEP
PPE
PSY
PCB
P/F CHS
*MAC
*MLS
*DEF
*PSB

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
.

DEPT CRSE

3505
3505
3505
3505
3505

795fa M W
7962B
T TH
7972C T TH
7974C M
7976C T

7.00-10.35
7.00-10.35
9.55-11.40
7.06-10.35
7.00-10.35

PM
PM
AM
PM
PM

CHG
CHG
CHG
CHG
CHG

ENV, SOC, BUS, GOVT
ENV, SOC, BUS, GOVT
ENV, SOC, BOS, GOVT
ENV, SOC, BUS, GOVT
ENV, SOC, BUS, GOVT

•

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COT 4930

7362B

T TH

COT 4930
COP 4331

7376C
7378C

T TH
T TH

1.45- 5.20 PM
9.15-11.00 AM
1.45- 3. 30 PM

•

INTRO TO INTERNET
COMPUTING/LIBERAL ART
INTRO OBJ-ORIENT SYST

•
•

I
•

+ : PERMISSION REQUIRED
CALL NOW FOR REGISTRATION AND SCHEDULING INFORMATION
BROWARD: (305) 236-1000
OR YOU MAY PHONE TOLL-FREE: 1-800-764-2222 (BROWARD)

*:NIGHT TIME COURSE
BROWARD CAMPUSES:
DAVIE: 2912 COLLEGE AVE. DAVIE, FL 33314
DOWNTOWN FT. LAUDERDALE: 220 S.E. 2ND AVE. FT. LAUDERDALE,FL 33301

FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
ONE OF FLORIDA'S FASTEST GROWING STATE UNIVERSITIES - CELEBRATING THREE DECADES OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
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Arrests
• Terry C. Stephens, 18, was
arrested and charged with possession of more than 20 grams marijuana, 12:10 p.m. March 3, on
Alafaya Trail.
• Jose E. Calzadilla, 25, was
arrested and charged with driving
with a suspended license, 12: 14
a.m. March 8, in a parking lot near
the Administration building.

Burglary/theft

•

•Jason Williams, 22, reported
that someone broke into a men's
locker in a locker room of the Theatre building, between 5 p.m. March
I 0 and 1 p.m. March 20. The lock
was broken and there were pry
marks on the door.
•Kyle A. Morris, 60, reported
that someone broke a lock off a locker
in a men's locker room in the Theatre
building, between 7 a.m. March 16
and 7 a.m. March 17.
• NicoleG.Castor, 19,reported
that someone stole her purse, containing a wallet, out of the Education
building, between 1:30 and 2 p.m.
March 20. The items were valued at
$89.

• Diane Shepard-Tew, 38,
reported that someone entered a
locked office in the Education
building and stole a luggage carrier, textbooks and coffee mugs,
between 5 p.m. Feb. 28 and 8 a.m.
March 2. The items were valued
at $150.
• Joseph McCoy, 44, repQrted that s.omeone stole a battery drill, electric dtill, vacuum
cleaner and several other pieces
of construction equipment, between 4:30 p.m. March 17 and
6:50 p.m. March 20 at the CREOL
construction site. The items were
va~ued at $680.
•Mohammed J. Lodhi, 39,
reported that someone stole an
electric screw gun from the
CREOL construction site, between 10 a.m. Feb. 27 and 9 a.m.
·March 5. The item was valued at
$100.
• John Robinson, 21, _re-

Harassing phone calls

valued at $248.25 .

• A student reported that
someone entered a room in Polk
Hall and damaged a door grill,
sprayed the door with shaving
cream and wrote "Brian will die,
but I am immortal," backward in
red paint on a wall.

Car burglary/theft

•An 18-year-old student reported that someone called her repeatedly and said obscenities, between 8:30 p.m. March 7 and 9 a.m.
March 9 .

•Jeffrey V. Moore, 20, reported that someone stole his car
parked in a lot near Lake Claire
Apartments, between 6 p.m. March
18 and 8:30 p.m. March 20. The car
was valued at $6,500.
ported that someone stole an electric drill, valued at $50, out of a
locked room in the CREOL construction site between 2 p.m.
March 3 and 10 a.m. March 6.
• August Alombro reported
that someone entered a locked locker
in a locker room in the Education
building and stole $7 in cash and a
watch valued at $100. Estimated
damage was $4.

Miscellaneous
• A police officer heard gun
shots from a woods near the UCF
Waste Water Treatment Plant. He
observed four men with two highpowered rifles with scopes and one
shotgun. After being apprehended
by police, the men were issued trespass warnings.

• Kevin. L. Mercuri, 32, reported that someone stole a bra off a
truck and damaged the truck's exterior, between 8 a.m. March 9 and 9
p.m. March 15 in a lot near the
Wayne Densch Sports Center. The
item was valued at $150.
,)

• Jenna Kotch, 20, reported
that someone damaged her car by
scratching the exterior, trying to pull
door locks and enter the sunroof,
· and stole a license plate. Estimated
•David F. Giarnmo, 25, re- damage was $1,500.
ported that someone stole a bag
containing a wallet, from the bleachCriminal mischief .
ers of the Education building, between9:15and 10:10p.m.March8.
• Loren K. Knutson, 48, reThe items were valued at $87.
ported that someone damaged wire
screening covering an upstairs stor•ShannonO'Malleyreported age area of a women's locker room
that someone stole a bag containing , between March 5 and 1:30 p.m.
textbooks and a wallet, from Lake . March 6 in the Recreational SerClaire Apartments, between 1 and vices building. Estimated damage
1:37 a.m. March 8. The items were was $50.

•A student reported to police
that a inan pretended to be a local
disc jockey to obtain her name and
phone number and staged a false
contest. He tried to get her to give
him a ride to a local restaurant after
he claimed she had won concert
tickets, between 5:45 and 6 p.m.
March 7. A man claiming to be a
local disc jockey was arrested for
trespassing by Orange County
Sheriffs Office, March 17.

--compiled by Katie Jones,
managing editor.
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Pool -Tables
Dart Boards
Free Pool 11:00AM till S:OOPM Mon-Fri
·Pinball
Show Your UCF l.D. & Recieve
$J 00 Drafts $425 Pitchers $1 75 Well Dri.nks roust oe 21
Mon - Thurs. For Month of April!!!
11

*

.Lunches - Dinners

All You Can Eat Crab 6-9 Nitely
All Day Sat & Sun Till 9PM
Everythi!lg on Menu From

Burger9 - Wingg - Steak - Crab - and more

Fashion Square

Mall
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All New Show

LED ZEPPELIN
Friday & Saturday:
9:00 & 11 :00 p.m.

Reuters

LaserGrunge
The Best In Alternative Music
Friday & Saturday: 10:00 p.m.

PINK FLOYD
.S hines On·

Friday & Saturday: Midnight

LASER JAii Saturday: 7:00 p.m.

COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50
Admission P,ice includes
3·D glasses anti ear plugs, If neetletl.
Seating is limltecl ancl on a
flnt-come, flrst-servecl hails.
Prices ancl shows sulliect to change
without notice.
0j.

~\j

~~{~'\\~
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lnfonnant testifies militant
Muslims plotted to kill Hussein

.

810 E. Rollins Street
Orlando, Florida 32803
407 ·896-7151
Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, l I 4 mile East
on left in Loch Haven Park · Free Parking .

WASIDNGTON -A government informant has testified that the
ringleader ofa group ofmilitant Muslims accused ofplotting to bomb U.S.
landmarks also want.eel to kill Saddam
Hussein and bomb American embassies overseas.
The infonnant, Emad Salem,
also said Tuesday that Slddig Ibrahim
Siddig Ali wanted to plant a second
bomb at the World Trade Center after
the first blast on Feb. 26, 1993, killed
sixpeopleandinjuredmorethan 1,<XX).
In a secretly recorded conversation with the infonnant, Siddig Ali
discussed placing "a small bomb, a C4" plastic explosive at the center. In
response to a question from Salem,
Siddig Ali said he would plant the
bomb alone.
''Damn, you are brave," Salem
said.
In another taped_conversation, ·
Siddig Ali told Salem: ''Let us bomb
American embassies overseas. We
will hit them, hit them hard with rockets over there."
Acco~dingtoatranscript, Siddig
AlitoldSalemheregardedhirnself"as

one of the greatest Islamic figures."
He also said he wanted "to kiH Saddam
Hussein myself and bring weapons in
from Jordan."
Salem is testifying at the trial of
militant Sheik Omar Abdel-Rahman
and 10 others accused of plotting the
fatal World Trade Center blast and
planning bombings at the United Nations building and bridges and tunnels
leading to New York.
During a full day of cross-examination by defense lawyer Valerie
Amsterdam, Salem becameagititated
and confused and at times nervously
shook his legs as if he were about to
lose his temper.
"Youarecuttingoffmy \.vords," ·
Salem snapped at the lawyer more
than once.
The informant, a shadowy
fonner Egyptian anny officer who has
readily admitted lying to boost his
image, was recruited by the Federal
Bilreau of Investigation to infiltrate
the Muslim community.
Siddig Ali had originally been
indicted with the cleric and the other
defendants, but he pleaded guilty in
February and implicated AbdelRahman and his followers.

Gingrich meets Gingrich
Reuters

WANTED: POETS,

WRITERS, ARTISTS,
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Implosion: A Journdl of the Bizarre and Eccentric is
looking for submission for its Spring/Summer issue. As
the name implies, we're looking for anything out of the
ordinary. However, we're not looking for sappy love
poems, moralistic-short stories or pictures of fluffy kittens.
Nor are we looking for political ramblings. -We prefer that
short stories and poems be submitted on Mac disk; however, a hard copy is okay. Send slides or prints of phots
and artwork. All submission should include a SASE with
the appropriate amount of postage.
Implosion has a circulation of 6,000 and is distributed througout the Orlan.d o and
Tampa areas. For a sample issue, send $2 or~ a SASE with $1.23 in postage.

Implosion: 12243 University Blvd. Orlando; Fl32817

WASHINGTON - Newt
Gingrich came face to face with Newt
Gingrich - in the person of "Saturday Night Live" comic Chris Farley,
"who wowed delighted House Republicans with an irreverent impersonation of the House speaker.
·To chants of ''Newt, Newt,
Newt" the -stocky Farley, wearing
shocking white wig and congressionally conservative suit, took aim Tuesday at a surprised Gingrich during
what had been billed as a regular
meeting of House Republicans.
"Let me tell you about the
new booksl'mreading,"Farley said,
hitting o_n Gingrich's penchant for
recommending thick tomes to lawmakers. Farley's alternative list included works 'by steamy romance
writers Danielle Steele and Jackie
Collins.
.Mimicking the frantic p~ce of
legislative action during the 100-day
ContractwithAmerica,Farleyquickly :
gaveled through a series oflegislative
"motions" to prove how much Republicans could move in 10 minutes
when not hampered by "biz:arre, weird
Democrats."
Actions "approved" by laugh-

ing Republicans included a motion to
keep reporters away from Gingrich's
rnother(she told Connie Chung Newt
thought Hillary Clinton was a bitch),
to make Oregon SenatorMarkHatfield
- the lone Republican to vote against
the balanced budget amendment an official Democrat and to change
"Hail to the Chief' to ''Hail to the
Speaker."
One Farley motion fora second
Contract with America met with dissent by exhausted Republicans. He
crumpled up and tossed away a tenn
limits motion - the one item in the
Contract to be defeated so far.
FonnerpopsingerSonny Bono,
a freshman Republican, did not act on ·
a motion to sing ''I've got you Newt"
to Gingrich.
"I don't know about you but
I'm hungry ...can you givemeaschool
lunch," Farley said atone point, referring to Republicans' bad press over
reductions in spending for the school
lunch program.
After being embraced by the
real Gingrich, thee.qually pudgy Farley
asked him "how our wife Marianne
was doing" then administered a second oath of office to the speaker, who
solemnly placed one hand on a Diet
Coke can.

Massage therapist says that
drooling is sign of satisfaction
from MASSAGE, page 1
Knight says she feels there is
more to her job than just helping relax
students' muscles. ''I believe 60 percentofmy job is giving good massage,
and40percentishowyou treatpeople,"
she said.
When she gives a massage,
Knight invites students to talk with her

about anything. If they prefer to stay
silent, though, she does not get offended.
In fact, Knight feels most successful when she can relax a student so
much that he or she falls asleep.
'The biggest compliment to me
is when someone not only falls asleep,
but also drools," she says.

I
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Clinton says GOP's decision to cut AmeriCorps is a mistake
CUNTON, from page 1
not to pay for tax cuts and not even to
reduce the deficit," said Clinton. ''We
do not have to cut education to reduce
the deficit"
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
and other members of the GOP have
propose.cl eliminating campus-base.cl
financial aid programs funded by the
federal government, including Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants, work-study programs"and
Perkins Loans.
House Republicans also have
introduced a bill that would cap the
Federal Direct Student Loan Program
at about 40 percent of all student loan
volwne. Critics of the direct loan program have, said it would create an
unwi_eldyfederalbureaucracyandtum
the Department of Education into a
central bank.
But during his question-andanswer session with the student reporters, Clinton defended the direct
loan program, saying thatitcould save
the government money "because we
take out the middle man."
''We don't have guarantees to
banks, we just make the loans directly," said Clinton. ''That has actually reduced the deficit and reduced
the cost of college loans."
By opening the direct student
loan program to all college student, the
government would save $5.2 billion
in outlays through the year 2000 ,
according to the Clinton administration.
''The Republicans in the Congress want to change all ofthat. First of
all, theywanttoputalidon the number
of students who can participate in the
direct loan program, which will add to
the deficit," said Clinton. "And then,
they want to eliminate the student loan
subsidy for 4 million college students
and charge interest on their loans while
they're in college, even if they come
from very modest backgrounds." ·
Clinton argued that Republicans could realize the same reduction
in the deficit by leaving student loan
subsidies in place and by opening the
direct student loan program to all students. ''I think it is clear that our decision is a better one than theirs," he.
added.
Earlier that day, Secretary of
Education Richard Riley told the college journalists that any move to decrease student loans, was astep in the
wrong direction. ''The lending program is profitable to a lot of forces out
there, so there's a huge push to scrap
the program," Riley said. "But direct
lending offers a simpler, less bureaucratic approach to student loans. It
makes more sense for the future of the
country."
One component of program is
an effort to go after students who walk
away from their loans, said Clinton.
By toughening collection procedures
on student borrowers, the president
said the federal government reduced
loan defaults from $2.8 billion to $1
billion last year.
''This direct lending program is
far less expensive to run than the
alternative," Clinton said. ''It's pure
ideology to say it costs a little money
to run the direct loan program, and we
don't to hire one government employee; we'd rather pay billions and
billionsandbillionsofdollarstobanks
that could be going for lower college
costs to more students."
If interest is charged on loans
while a student is still in college, a
student's total educational loan debt

could increase by 30 percent, White
House officials have said.
''When you graduate, it's in no
way a help to be saddled with substantial debt," Riley said. ''If the interest
subsidy goes through, it would be the
largest reduction in financial aid in this

In other matters, Clinton said it
was a "mistake" for House Republicans to have voted to cut the National
Service Program, AmeriCorps, ''to
the bone."Currently, volunteers of the
AmeriCorps progi-am earn a $7,500
salary and$4,725 toward tuitionreim-

impact on what we're trying to do in
this country."
Rick Allen, Clinton's deputy
assistant for the national service, said
the propose.cl cuts to the AmeriCorps
program makes no sense.
"AmeriCorps members are out there- 20,000 of them now -- and they are
doing 1,001 things that need to get
done in this country," Allen said."Politicians are saying that these efforts
do not matter. They' re saying that
it's not worth honoring the commitment these people have honored in
dedicating a year of their lives
service."
Clinton also said he was "concemedabout the challengeS'that both
student and faculty members face in
this so-called political correctness
atmosphere." "I think we need to encourage
people to say what they really think,
but to do it in an atmosphere that is
more tolerant," he said. "I think
universities ought to be laboratories
all across the country for people
airing their real feelings and con victions, but doing it in a way that other
people can hear them, and really be
honest and forthright about it." ·

"/ think universities ought to be
laboratories all across the
country for people airing their
real feelings and ·convictions... "

to

-President Bill Clinton
country."
Students who take out the full
amount they are eligible for under the
Family EducationLo~Program now
owe $17,125 after graduation. That
amount would increase to $20,532 if
the interest s_ubsidy were eliminated.
Students continuing on to two years of
graduate school would see their loan
debt grow from $34, 125 to $43,292.

bursement.
'The AmeriCorps program is
giving thousands of young Americans a chance to serve their communities, serve their country andearnmoney
for higher education," said Clinton. ''I
don't believe we need to trade in our
future for what is apiddling amount on
the deficit, but will have an enormous
negative symbolic and substantive

Ski team coach
praises · bronze
medal winner
BRONZE, from page 1
to cry."
UCF Ski Team Coach John
Swanson has known Gaytan for the
past eight or nine years, and describes her as a great skier.
"She's done a lot for the UCF
ski tef!m," he said. "She has definitely played an intregral part in
UCF's first national championship."
Before coming to UCF,
Swanson was a ski instructor at the
JackTraversSkiSchoolinLeesburg,
Florida. That's where he met Gaytan.
"She worked there as a parttimeinstructor, and at the same time,
she earned money to pay for her_
lessons," Swanson said.
Swanson added that Gaytan
juggles a lot in her life, and waterskiing is just one of them. "Believe
me, it can get stressful at times,
doing as much as she does," he said.
"She shows a lot dedication to the
sport, and it takes a lot to take the
time she has to be out on the W(lter
I all the time to .get better." ._ _

JOB SEEKERS!

The fastest way·to
LAND A JOB. is to

.
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EXPOSE YOUR RESUME

.to as many employers as possible!
Using a single resume, v•QUEST and the C-BOR System can do just that.
The C-BOR ,system, developed by Employers and Human Resource Person~el, ,
provides a nationwide network of companies unlimited FREE access to your resume.
Use the system that Employers have asked for
and place Your Resume in front
of these companies for
just pennies a day.
C-BOR, NOT JUST

ANOTHER DATA BASE!

CALL TODAY!
1-800-528-4006

"Linking You To Career Opportunities"
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Politicans scramble
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Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, come one, come all
to see the spectacle! Watch our elected Student Government

representatives jump through hoops, balance balls on their
noses, and navigate deadly mazes of truth and honesty all to
bring you what you wanted to see... nothing!
If Student Government spent half the time it uses trying to
make things seem better than they are, to actually make things
better than they are, we wouldn't be facing a tuition increase
and an apathetic student body.
Look across the page for our distinguished ChiefJustice as
he writes as to how everyone should just stop picking on
Student Government. They're only human, after all! For
God's sake, should we expect them to be perfect?
No, but wedoexpectthem toattemptto be. Ormaybeeven
try to 1ook like they're actually attempting to be somewhere in
the vicinity of mediocrity. This moronic wandering through
obscure SG statutes and petty infighting from sore losers is
enough to make anyone apathetic and cynical.
Let'sjustimaginewhatpenalizinganelectedpresidentfor
campaign violations by suspending him for a quarter of his
tenn would look like out in the "real world":
After losing his bid for re-election in 1992, George Bush,
with his hand up Dan Quayle's butt, files misdemeanor
charges against Bill Clinton for parking in the red wne at
Dulles International Airport. Bill denies these charges and
starts packing. George just won't give up though and continually pushes Danny Boy to insist the matter be taken up by the
Supreme Court. The Court takes action and sends three
investigators: Oliver North (who maintains he has absolutely
no ties to those who filed the complaint, Shemp, a student
representative, and special agent Fox Moulder, hired from the
"real world" to give an unbiased perspective on the whole
sordid affair.
Time passes, and the Justices make their decision by
consulting the back of a Bazooka Joe bubble gum wrapper.
There would be anew president, but only for three months, not
long enough to do anything but just long enough to disrupt the
natural flow from office to office.
A special meeting of the Senate is called, and a voice from
the heavens gives the prophecy "Choose wisely, but choose
now."
Quickly, the Senators draw straws, an~ the decision is
made. The new president proudly presents himself to the
American public, stating, ''I have no real agenda, but hel1, it's
only for three months anyway, right?"
Maybe this sort of clears things up for how ridiculous the
past month has been around here. Talking about the problem
won't make it go away, but it sure will letpeople know that it
is a major problem and not just a minor malfunction in an
otherwise smoothly running machine.
Chad Brunner
Opinion editor
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Why is tobacco suddenly-so.important to us?

W

Ydo I get the distinct impression that something

more is ·going on here than meets the eye? For as
longasicanrernember,therehavebeenlittlebits
ofinformationhereandthereaboutthehealthhazardsofsmoking.
Iwas probably about 10 the first time I remember keying into
news reports tha(said smokip.g was linked to cancer. But that was
during the cancer craze when every other study being done linked
something to cancer. There were some doozies.
Some of them were passing fads; others linger with us. In case
you've forgotten, being out in the sun causes cancer. Prolonged
exposure to petroleum products causes cancer. Heck, I even
remember when television was causing CClDcer.
Saccharin was a real bad no-no. Remember when all the diet
soft drinks had saccharin? The Surgeon General declared it a
cancer-causing substance, and everyone went to aspartame. After
the dust settled, some clear-minded individual came out and said
that saccharin studies pumped so much saccharin into those poor
lab rats that they were bound to get cance;. But we' re left with the
warning labels on saccharin, nonetheless. But you can still get it.
You can buy it in any store and use fr in any restaurant.
Why is there such a political uproar about smoking? What's
the story behind the story? There's one there somewhere. It just
makes absolutely no sense whatsoever for politics to be so
engrossed in a product. Geez, you'd think we were talking about
nuclear arms or something.
It was bad enough when Chiles did his little "sue you" routine, .
but now the legislature is trying to ban smoking in all restaurants.
I want to blow what the hell is going on here. Nobody seems to
be asking why. Oh sure, the news reporters are interviewing
smokers about how they would feel if they couldn't smoke in
restaurants anymore. But no one is asking why there is such a
vengeance against smoking now. ,
I wonder if Phillip Morris promised to buy a bunch of dead
orange grove acreage and tum it into tobacco farms, then backed
out. That would explain it Some kind of shady dealing somewhere. Sounds like The Pelican Brief, doesn't it?
Let's just think about this for a moment. Tobacco is a legal
substance. (And, I might adO, a natural substance that has been
smoked for a millennium.) Now, let's see, what other product is
under political scrutiny as to where you can use it? Alcohol? Well,
there are laws regarding the consumption. There are lots of nondrinkers out there. Lots ofT-totalers and AA fanatics. And there
are (we all have to admit) probably a vast majority of responsible
drivers who know the dangers of drinking and driving and abhor
a sloppy, belligerent drink, even atabarwheredrinkingis the sport
of the hour. But is the legislature trying to outlaw drinking at
restaurants? No.
Let's look at another side here. This newly proposed ban in
restaurants is a big kick in the pocketbook for restaurant owners.
They' re opposing it. I can't blame them. A major portion of their
business comes from smokers. Now, it's one thing for fast-food
restaurants to ban smoking. Eating at fast-food is an in-and-out
deal, anyway. A smoker can go in, eat, leave and Light up. No big
deal. But a dining restaurant, that's a different story.

...
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Pat Fox
FUTURE COLUMNIST
What this really means to the restaurants is that not only will
a big part of their customer base opt to stay home, but those willing
to brave the nonsmoking atmosphere are certainly not going to
have a drink, then an appetizer, and they' re definitely not g9ing to
stay for dessert. That's a big cut in the restaurant's income.
And to add insult to injury, how many of these restaurants in
the last five years shelled out major bucks to accommodate the
non-:smokers with separate seating sections? That represents a
major investment. Oh, and by the way, it was an accommcxlation
to the·non-smokers. Let's not forget that 10 years ago, you could
smoke anywhere.
·
So, what's really going on? Why are the legislators willing to
sacrifice the profits of the restaurant owners? Did the hospitality
industry do something to them? Perhaps they didn't make big
enough campaign contributions.
Lest you think that special interest groups don't have pull,
consider what just happened in Georgia. Gov. Zell Miller signed
a law that effectively reversed the Brady Law. That's right, no
more waiting penod for hand guns in Georgia. And while he
signed it into law, NRA's lobbyists stood at his side, no doubt
grinning. How exactly is this move in the public interest? Who
exactly needs a hand gun so badly that waiting two weeks is going
to be a problem? Oh, sorry, forgot, family values.
So this family value thing-orisittheContract With America
- is anti-smoking, but not anti-drinking. This makes no sense.
Personally, I still believe the first rule of research, that correlation
does not imply causation. I look with a discerning eye at any
announcement that anything causes anything else.
I find it very difficult to believe that second-hand smoke in a
restaurant causes any non-smoker any damage. I'd believe it if we
were talking about a closed in space like an airplane, but not a
restaurant.
Drunk driving, on the other hand, has nlther obvious causal
effects. It kills people deader than hell. Why aren't they going after
that? Stiffer penalties? Sure. But you don't see legislators trying
to ban drinking in restaurants. Go ahead, sell people alcohol, then
send them out driving. Correctmeifl'm wrong, butl think the stats
will show alotmoredamagefrom being hit by adrunkdriverthan being hit by a puff of smoke. I'll take the puff of smoke, please.
Someone tell me what the real deal is. And don't hand me any
garbage about public health.
And just in case you're a non-smoker and you think this
doesn'taffectyou, consider this: The issue here really has nothing
to do with smoking. 1be issue is that politicians are attempting to
pass laws telling you what you can do and where you can do it
Civil liberties are slowly being siphoned off in little baby-sized
bites,andyourapathyislettingthemdoit.Aboutthetimesomeone
tries to legislate wheh and where you can listen to your Discman,
you'll be pissed, but then it'll be too late.

........ ..
'
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Letter to the Editor
To my fellow peers at the
University of Central Rorida
In recen months, despite all the good things occurring, the Student
Government Association has been in the spotlight of attention. From
disgruntled voters to a contestment of the presiential election, SGA
has been there.
As stated repeatedly in t}w campus paper, some students have just
given up on SGA, and others have never and will never care. To those
that have seen through the dark clouds of despair and knew there was
hope, I applaud. To the others, I do understand.
While some organizations may appear perfect, I guaranteee you
they aren't. Every organization has its problems, and those operated
by students are not excluded.
Yes, many problems can be avoided, but you cannot defuse a
bomb once it has exploded. Once a decision has been made, whether
it be an organization's decision or the students' decision by vote, there
is no turning back. With this in mind, talkin·g about and exploiting a
problem does not do any good, but willing and striving to correct that
problem is all the better.
On another note, SGA is often criticized for not "op~ning up" to
the students. Well, everyday from 9 to 5, the SGA doors are unlocked,
and within those hours for much of the year, only a few students will
stop in to see where and how their money is being spent and to see
~what they could do or suggest to make SGA a better representation in
their eyes. For a person to consistently criticize without introducing
and/or implementing a change or difference is unexplainable.
I encourage.all students to come by SGA and see what's available
to the students (scholarships, positions, etc.) or to just drop by and say
"Hi" and leave a recommendation for something you want or would
like to see.
Please realize that without the students, SGA would not be
necessary, and without your Activity and Service Fees, we could not
operate. So, unless you just really do_not care, come by and see how
your money is being spent, and tell us how and where it could be
~rther used. Thank y~u !

Rico L. Brown
Chief Justice, SGA Judicial Council

Student Center.Auditorium
free Admission

April 7, 1995 8:00 p.m. · ··.
.

.
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CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

Corning April 12th, 1995
The. University

Central Florida's

PART·TIME & SU

ER

usiness Atrium

Central Florida
Part-Time and Summer
Employment
Opportunities
Wednesday, April 12, 1995 From 9am To 12pm
Sponsored by the Career Resource Center

Classified
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!

1/1 Extra Lg. Condo, golf
course, free cable, W/D, $485 +
deposit. (407) 273-5671 (904)
276-0687

i----------------------t
LARGE 2bd/2ba Townhouse,
1260 sq. ff., nice carpet, fresh
paint, W/D hook up. 300 yds from
UCF. Some units/small pets
okay. Only $475/mo., to conscientious renter. 236-4244

FCA meets every Thurs. 7 PM
atWDSC.
Call our 24 hr. hotline - 6792645 4 info.
UCF FOOTBAG CLUB
is in full effect for 1995!
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on
The Grass in front of Ed. Bldg.
For more info call
275-1613

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. All
materials provided. Send SASE
to P.O. Box 10075, Olathe, KS
66051

1---------------1

UCF NEWMAN CLUB
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass Sunday 11 AM, PJ-1 115,
Club Night, Thurs. 7:30 PM
For more info: 281-4438
------------UCF DIVE CLUB
Mtg. Wed. 4112 from 5:307:30PM, at Kelsey's Pizzaria,
across from UCF campus near
UC7 Theater. All welcome. $10/
semester. Discount dives,
equip., rentals. Sign up for Shark
dive mid-April. Call 382-8007 for
info.

Female to share 3/bd home. 5
miles from UCF. $200 incl. all.+
meal. 834-5112 Iv. msg.

Valet Parking Positions
City Nights Valet, Inc. is expanding and is now hiring runners to
fill valet parking positions at
various locations across Central
Florida. You must be capable of
intense running, have a good
driving record and a great
attitude. We are looking for safe,
careful drivers who know how to
drive both an automatic and a
standard and who know how to
deliver great, friendly service to a
customer. You need to be ·
available at least (1) weekend
night and one ( 1) week day or
night per week minimum. Shifts
available around classes and
other jobs. Pay is outstanding.
Only clean cut, honest,
hardworkers need apply. Call
(407) 849-0670 to set appointment.
-

. . .______________--t

RESTAURANT looking for
servers, host. Expo. Call Jeff,
MIF, N/S to share 2bd/2ba
834- 3621 for appt.
Condo, W/D, pool, tennis, quiet,
close to UCF. $300/mo + 1/3
util. 671-7191
- Marketing Rep. Work on tqp
- - - - - - - - - - - - - t e a m promoting Fortune 100 Co.
Services .at local events. Full
1 Rm in 3/2 Hse. $330 includes
training. PIT $5.50/hr. + bonus.
all. 5 min. from UCF, WO, pool,
Call 800-592-2121 ext. 425
tennis. Sandy 366-9391
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FRIG., dorm size, 4.3 cu. ft., big,
$100; Waterbed, twin size with
bookcase $75 080. 526-6259
beeper, or381-5064 nights, Juan.
4 Outdoor World Resort (next to
Disney) tickets, 1 ticket allows 4
$30 each or $100 for 4 ( Original
$60 ea. Facilities: mini-golf,
boating, canoes, volleyball,
biking, pools and lots more.
Tickets expire on April 11. Call
281-7727 and leave message.

Emerson 286ECV, 1 Mb Ram
extended memory, hard &
floppy disc drives, IBM compatible. Emerson, 14 inch VGA ·
color monitor. Pana~onic KX-P
1180 letter quality, impact dot
matrix printer. Software ineluded. Check Free, Turbo
Pascal, Professional Write
Word, Quatro, Chess and Linx
Golf. Excellent condition. Perfect
for college student. Asking
$500. Call 678-8134
Snake: Red-Tail Boa with
everything. Call for more info
823-7911
PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407834-5400
MOVING SALE, everything must
go!! 249-3975 leave msg.
2 GRATEFUL DEAD TICKETS,
can't to the show. YOU SHOULD!
Black Crows open. April 7th,
Tampa, 823-0496
'QUEEN SIZE BED $150 Call
629-9873 leave msg.

88 Jeep Cherokee, 4 cyl. 4 door,
great car. $4500 OBO. 273-3658

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140
GET CASH!!
$50 - $300 - Checks held till
payday. 678-1535

. Typing and Resume Service
since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and lase equip.
Sameday service avail. Call
277-9600
Absolute Perfection
Since 1981
fast, accurate typing, reasonable
rates. Rush projects accepted.
Call 578-9511
WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735

The knowledge to Pick Up Girls,
Women, Ladies. This book
informs you on how to get dates
and more with girls, women,
ladies. To order: send $17.82
plus $2.95 for shipping and
- handling to: Abatar Books, P.O.
Box 4912, Carolina P.R. 009854912. Limited offer. Order now.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS CO.
seeks aggressive self-starter for
UCF rep. Great money. 426-8118
EARN $100 A DAY!!
ORIA ·is expanding. Over 3,000
products world wide. Free info or
send $25 for your 1.4·tlay guaranteed package to:, Oira Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 272667.
Tam pa, Fl. 33688

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
. Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
Desktop Publishing by Claire
Very professional, very quick
very reasonable. 14 yrs. exp.
Macintosh & Laser Printer
380-2162
A +Typing &Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

Scuba Equip. Mens (B.C., wet
suit) regulator & tank. Exec.
cond. $750 282-0362 Mik~
Love Seat with end table.
Excell. cond. $65 OBO. Call
Kevin at 366-2384

News writers wanted. Call and le~ve a
message for Ryan or Bob at 823-8054.

·wanted:
Writers,
artists,
photographers,
and poets

Come
Join
Vs ...

,}k

ii}

Implosion: A Journal of
the Bizarre and Eccen-

tric Is looking for
offbeat submissions for
Its Spring, 1995 edition.
There are no guldellnes, other than we
are NOT looking for
sappy love poems and
the llke. This Is a
journal of the bizarre;
keep this In mind
when submitting.
Include a SASE for a
reply. Send to: Implosion, 12243 University
Blvd., Orlando, FL
32817. Ouestf ons -or
need a sample Issue?
(407J 823-8054.

...and
Qraduate
With Two
D,_egreesJ

f·

Warner Bros. is opening the doors of its newest Studio Store at The
Orlando International Airport right here in Orlando! Experienced retail
professionals are invited to our:

OPEN HOUSE
THURSDAY, APRIL 1lTH
10:00 A.M. • 6:00 P.M.
HYATT REGENCY
ORLANDO
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT,
9300 Al RPO RT .BLVD.,
ORLANDO, FL
On-the·spot interviews will be conducted for:

• SALES ASSOCIATES

FLORIDA KARATE"CENTER
Butler

Plaza

I 611-oos1 I ~~:~~~,~~~!~

If you are unable to join us send or fax your resume
to: Warner Bros. Studio Store, Attn: Regional
Recruiter, 63 Oakbrook Center, Oakbrook, IL 60521.
FAX: (708) 368-0194. EOE.
A lime W•mer Enteruinment Co . L.P. TM• 0 199$ Warner Bro1
LOONEY TUNES. ch1rKm1. n1m~ and all rtlartd indicia u~ rndmmlu of War:ntr Bros Inc. C>199S

.
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by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

It may go down as a post-Grateful Dead concert celbut what a way to wind down.
The Black Crowes will be stopping off at the.Stephen
O'Connell Center in Gainesville this Saturday night, following their opening gig for the Grateful Dead the night before in
Tampa .
The Crowes already sold out five consecutive nights at
the Beacon Theatre in New York in mid-March to continue
their .sold out streak on the "Amorica Or Bust" tour.
The band has actually invited all their fans to bring
tape recorders to the show, an idea th~t is as fr~e and
unconstrained as the band. They will have fans' loyally, as
the Crowes have insisted since Feb. 6 that all the~r tickets
be printed with "AUDIO RECORDING ALLOWED" at
the bottom.
Lead singer Chris Robinson appeared Jan. 31 via
satellite on the national1y syndicated "Rockline" show
where he spoke about the tour's amicable nature.
"The tour is going to be definitely more bootleg
friendly," Robinson said. "The sets are really different
every night now."
The band has even started a newsletter called "Taller"
that will enable fans to contact one another and trade tapes
of the Crowes' shows. According to Robinson, the group
is doing it to keep everything in a more "communal sort of
place."
The Black Crowes' links to music of the past and
their strong roots in pure rock and roll have recently paid
off in a big way. Their opening gig for the Grateful Dead
on April 7 has made the Crowes one of the most sought
after touring partners in the world.
The Crowes have been contacted by The Rolling
Stones and Robert Plant and Jimmy Page to be their
distinguished guests at upcoming shows. The Crowes will
open for the Stones at eight major concerts this summer in
the U.K. and Europe, including three consecutive sold out
shows in London's Wembley Stadium. While in the U.K.,
the band is scheduled to play two shows with Plant and
Page.
The Crowes are currently atop the wave of success
their newest release, Amorica, has brought them. "Conspiracy," the band's first single, instantly fed the ravishing
Crowes' fans. Chris and Rich Robinson seem to have
found a style they're not only comfortable with, but extremely successful with as well.
Shake Your Money Maker established the group as
e~ration,

•

•

one of the premier (if not the only) Southern Rock bands pattern themselves after the Rolling.Stones or Led Zeppein the country. They followed up with an even more honed - lin because now they are opening for them.
They play 15-minute long versions of every song at
and clear Allman Brothers-like sound on Southern Har_mony and Musir;al Companion. The group went for less - the concerts. Even ifyou don'tparticularlycarefor Amorica
rock and more of a soulful blues approach, and it worked. , you should still come out. The Black Crowes do a good
Now a group that continues to move .forward ,has job of mixing songs from all their albums, not selling out
come into their own with Amorica. They no longer have to and just playing the new stuff to sell a few more albums .

CD'S

NEW ct
11 SE D
IMPORTS • SPECIAL ORDERS • VINYL RECORDS

FREE CROWES TICKETS
WIN A PAIR OF TICKE1S TO TI-IE BLACK
CROWES TI-IIS SATURDAY IN
GAINESVILLE
BRING IN ll-IIS COUPON TO TI-IE
RECORDVAULTWITH NAME AND
NUMBER TO WIN A PAIR OF 11CKE1S

NAME

ALArAYA

UC7 PLAZA
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Todd Mack
Looking For Leon
(Dog Driver)

All

Various Artists
Star maps 2 blocks
(Capricorn)

Pummel
(lnterscope)

The Joykiller
The Joy Killer

Steve Forbert

Misswn ofThe Crossroad Palms
(Giant)

(Epitaph)

Please allow me to introduce myself. I am one the major
influences of the phat Southern
California punk scene. When you
mention Offspring, Bad Religion,
Down By law, TS_O.L. and Rancid, one name will always surface ... Jack Grisham.
When the props go out to
W.A.F., Black Flys, Sonic Skates
and Diesel Queens, they a{e truly
sincere: The Joy killer is a combination of all that has been and still
•Dale Williams
•Ben Likeperry
• ·Rob Thomas
is kicking in the new scene.
_________A___s_p_e_c--.,--ia-l-:-d-::-e-n_t_a-=1-c_a_r_e_o,--iffi=eo--r-j-=o-r--=u=-c=-'F=-s-tu-d-en-ts-•• =============~--___,
It's too damn hard to ever
fall into that little loop of mainstream hell. No radio station other
Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
than K-Rock will touch it.
I'd like you to come in and get
These guys are as fast as
acquainted with your new dentist and
their forefathers, TS.OL and as
save a few dollars.
sincerely hard as Alice Cooper.
George Yarko, D.D.S.
"Seventeen" rocks as hard as anything the seventies had to offer_
East Orlando
Current UCF ID required
ThisCD is a pleasant collection
offolkmixedinwithafewpophooks.
This talented songwriter is playing a
gig down at Yab Yum on April 8 and
will probably light up thC joint into a
lively atmosphere.
A relaxed, yet direct voice
doesn't overplay or drown the sincerity of his smooth chord structure.
It's a good call for those who
haveyettofindanythingsincereabout
that unplugged stuff on MTV.

Is it possible to be punk and
still be polite?
Well, in the case ofAll's freshest rippin' album, Pummel, it is.
The riffs aren'tanything special, and it keeps within the boundaries of anything and everything
going, but it's catchy. With all the
punky pop running around nowadays, I think this one may stick.
Don't walk, don't run, just
stroll on out and buy this one.

Firstletmelistthephat-boyson
this CD: Cake, 311, Hayride, Sorclid
Humor, Widespread Panic, R.L.
Burnside, Everything, Cedell Davis
and Vigilantes of Love.
This is an excellent compilation by Capricorn. From the moody
side of Cake comes "Jolene."
. Ofcourse, 311 gets offwith and
extended ve~ion of "Omaha Stylee."
It's phat; that's all you need to
know.

-.-.=
.

There is something genuine
about Jimmy Buffet, Bob Dylan and
Willie Nelson. There is even something unique about that new kid sponsored by the Margarita label, Todd
Snider.
Well, in Steve Forbert's case,
thereisn'tanythingunique.Hiswords
may be clever, but his approach is
nothing new.
This guy just happened to get
stuck up the river too long, because
he's about two decades too late.
• Rob Thomas

A Complete ~!J!,pl !.!r,~ys
-FOR $9!
(A $65 value)

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable_prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 4-30-95

UCF TEAM DENTIST

DENTAL

It's legit for all you wannabe plinks. For everyone else just
sitting pretty listening to DIZ and
digging all the stale buzz clips on
MTV, it's too damn real for you.

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy f?r Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive

•Mike Joseph

At the corner of Hwy. SO and Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando

............................................................................................
h ;, our office policy that the patienl and any 01her per.;on responsible for paymenl has lhe right to refuse to pay. cancel payment. or be reimbun;ed for payment For any other service. examination.
or 1rea1mcn1 "hlch ;, rformed a\ a i-c1uh of and wi1hin n hour.; of res ndin 10 the advenisemem for lhe free. discounled Fee. or reduced fee service. examina1ron. or 1reatmcn1.
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Congratulations!
'

To The Theta Sigma Chapter
Of Alpha Xi Delta

'~'
A
1Ll
A
l

On Your Installation
Melissa Aide
Gaby Aparicio
Lizzy Arce
Martha Arias
Melissa Banfield
Sivan Bar-Ar
Jennifer Barreto
Michelle Batlemente
Tammy Batt
Lori Bernar9
Nicole Bjornvick
Elisabeth Blackburn
Summer Bornman
Lisa Brown
Robin Burns
Michelle Calcote
Ann-Marie Case
Kim Casey
Yvonne Castellon
Kathryn Clifford
Stephanie Clifford
Cynthia Cole
Jackie Cook
Jennifer Costin
Mariann Coughlin
Cathy Coverini
Jamie Cuffe
Kelly Curtis

Jessica DeConcilio
Jessica Dreyer
Beth Eschenberg
Kim Fennel
Ariadne Ferro
Sunshine Fiore
Carolyn Gallen
Michele Halbert
Lisa Marie Harrell
Barb Harvey
Sabine Heil'mayer
Kristin Henderson
Michelle Holcomb
Stephanie Hunter
Shirien Jaber
Kelly Junnier
Kyrene Kelty
Cathie Kimball
Jenna Kotch
Tracy Langedyk
Anissa Larkin
Chris Lopez
Lori Lorenz
Carla Maglio
Liza Marrero
Doris Martinez
Madeline Martinez
Leah Maus

Alina McLennan
Melissa McMaster ·
Jennifer Nattboy
Melissa Nelson
, Cynamon Nettles
Cassandra Nickols
Sarah Olmstead
Gigi Omar
Gauri Pandya
Lisa Peterson
Abi Petters
Michelle Presley
Stephanie Purcell
Holly Rayko
Linda Reale
Ali Rivera
Samantha Rock
Stacey Romer
Andrea Rosselli
Nicole Rossman
Jennifer Saltzman
Kim Sarubbi
Rebecca Schatz
Tracey Simone
China Slaton
Kerri Snyder
Amy Stryhas
Sarah Jane Timm

•
•
•

.•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Nina Vandegrift
Sandra Vera
Marcy Victor
Denise Welsch
Michelle Wetula
Lee-Ann Wieckowski
Kyle Wierda
Ashley Williamson
Charmain Wilson
Kari Wisler
Shelly Wood
Mary Aparicio
Kathy Batlemente
Cheryl Blackburn
Jeri Cunningham
Christine Curtis
Deborah Dreyer
Karen Holcomb
. Brooks Junnier.
Charla Lopez
Suzanne Lowe
Luci Peterson
Ruth Rivera
Sandra Rock
Barbara Rosselli
Linda Sarubbi
Kay Vandegrift
Kathy Wisler
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GRADUATE FROM
HIGH SCHOOL TO HIGH-TECH.
Look in the mirror.
You'll see a young person
who could probably qualify for high-tech training
in the U.S. Army.
Satellile communications ... avionics ... digital
systems ... computers ...
lasers ... fiber optics ...
· The Army gives you a choice of over 50 specially
skills on the cutting edge of today's technology. Any
of them will give YQ1!. a big edge on a bright future .
Look in on your local Army Recruiter and ask
about high-tech training for your future in today's
modern Army.

Mr. Kabob
The best of Greek and Middle Eastern Cuisine
. 12245 University Blvd.
Oralndo, Fl 32817
(407) 282-4442
Across from UCF, next to the UC7 Cinema

1-800-USA-ARMY
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

I

r----------------------------~,

SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Buy one dinner entree, get the ·
. second for half price

L

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

0 PE

~

JUST IMAGINE...

t.a
~

//

U could be sitting here!

=
c

.J

must present coupon. Not good with any other offers.

~

-------------~--------------Mr. Kabob's has the best selection of healthy
food in town. All our kabobs are charbroiled
to perfection. Most dishes are served with
homemade fat-free pita.

$269
PARIS
$299
AMSTERDAM$359
ROME
$399
ATHENS $385
MADRID $319
PRAGUE $379
Fares from Miami, each way.
International Student ID required. Fares subject to change.
· Taxes NOT included .

•

__________
Hewlett-Packard

•

_...--~.,_.--------------------

•Full line of
- HP scientific &
business
calculators.
• HP 1OB
•HP 17 BIT
. • HP 95LX
• HP 200LX
• HP 32SII
•HP 42S

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Here, life's a game
& work's a hall!

----.

Friday's Front RowOI) Sports Grill is for people who love sports . Who live and breathe
sports. Eat and drink sports. So this is where they come to enjoy the only thing more
nourishing than the big win-terrific food from our classic American grill. We're the
all-family, all-sports restaurant where fun is the main dish-for our guests and employees alike. So if you 're into work that feels like play and maj_or league career opportunity,
then join us. And score on the job of a lifetime!

•w AITERS/W AITRESSES •
• BARTENDERS • LINE

•HP 4SGX Graphic
Expandable
The best calculator for
your education and your
career - 128KB of RAM
built in, plus expandability.

•HP 48G Graphic
~2-KB RAM built in.

T.f::W.
AH HP 48GX features
.:_~
included except plug-in option .

HEWLETT
PACKARO

Call Don O'Rourke NOW! ·at
INTERNATIONAL Calculator.& Computer
898-0081 - 2916 Corrine Drive - by the navy base
'---. ~~

j

Student Legal services :
Problems With:
•Landlords
· •Insurance
•Contracts
~Traffic Tickets

HosTS/HosTESSES

Need:

& PREP COOKS

•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution

Apply in person!
Monday-Friday, 9 A.M. --6 P.M.
Saturday, 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
8126 International Drive
at the corner of Sand Lake

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal co.nsultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For infonna ti on or an appointment

© 1995TGI Friday's Inc.

call 823-2538
or stop by the student center
room210
Monday-:-Friday 8am-5pm
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Governn1ent Association
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Cold-Water flat (em)

the college radio market '.

Jim Martin
Music Critic

Cold Water Flat is a band that
has been held back by circumstance.
The party that has suffered most,
however, is the record-buying public, who appreciate dancible melodies with honest lyrics wrapped in
mind-crushing images.
One of the few bands that has
done that throughout the years is
Buffulo Tom. With that in mind, it
is no surprise that guitarist/vocalist/
songwriter Paul Janovitz is Buffulo
Tom's very own. Although Cold
Water is just now getting nati0nal
recognition, the project has had a
rough childhood.
Cold Water Flat actually began in late 1990 at the University of
Massachusetts (it's educational!)
When J anovitz and drummer Paul
Harding returned home from college, Harding kept Flat going in
Boston while Janovitz toured with
Buffulo Tom. Despite a regionally
acclaimed 7-inch, Janovitz moved
to New York and the fat iady was
preparing to take the vocals for the
band.
Cold Water Flat was revitalized by an offer from European label Play It Again Sam. This interest
sparked the release of Listen, their
indie debut. Soon after a European

tour, bassist Ted Silva joined the
band through a want ad. With the
line-up gelled, Cold Water flat inked
a deal with the newly founded Fort
Apache label, owned by MCA.
Cold Water Flat is the first
band to sign with Fort Apache, but
not the first to be affiliated with it.
Fort Apache is a studio in Boston
that has·recorded the likes of Belly,
Juliana Hatfield; The Lemonheads,
Dinosuar Jr., Natalie Merchant, and ·
The Pixies.
''We always saw the Fort as
the ultimate place for recording rock
music," Janovitz said. "No synths,
no sequencers, just great analog gear
and cool collection of vintage amps."
Tim O'Heir produced the album with help from Sean Slade.
O'Heir's resume is chalk-full of experience with Come, Fuzzy and
Belly; with this album he tried to
bring out the live aspect of Cold
Water Flat.
As with Buffulo Tom, the
personal content of the song is so
great that it comes out even more
effective in a dark, smoky club.
"Playing live is a very immediate
experience for me-a sort of release.
I play what I play, I sing what I sing;
I put it out there and it's gone."

The self-titled album starts
strongly with the first track "Virus
Road;"ajumpyrockingsongwhere .
the hook, "How Do I Get Out of
Here," is refrained between calculated guitar bursts foundationing
theinterestoflistener.Numbseems ·
to be one of the songs that exemplifies theimagery that comes standard with Cold Water Flat.
"Look at my face, what
does matter, I pick up my teeth
because they're shattered, look at
my arms, they're reaching for-life
that seems so far away," are the
opening three stanzas·, icing any
thought of reaching for the fast
forward. "Magnetic North Pole,"
the fourth track and first single,
which rocks as bard as anything on
the album.
One of the best tracks on the
album is "lt'sOver."Therearen'tarty
revelations, or deep moments on this
song, but it does an incredible job of
evoking a feeling that everyone has
gone through at one time or another.
Now with full support of a
major label, Cold Water Flat is reach- ·
ing that record-buying public, feed- ·
ingthemquiteabelpingofintellectual
rockinclassic proportions. Two words:
Buy it.
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acrosg Prom the
Fash10n Sivare Mall!
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COMING SOON TO THE UNIVERSITY
SHOPPES CENTER
ACCEPTING EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
12275 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 407/ .275-2780

When it comes to Europe, nobody offers you
more tun-or more value-than Contiki. For
example, a two-week, nine-country tour costs
only $1,244 including airfare.* There are over
30 tours-ranging from 9 to 52 days.
Contact your local Travel Agent, or call
1-800-CONTIKI for a free brochure.
*Price is double occupancy from New York. Departures available
from most major U.S. cities. Prices vary according to departure date.

The World 's
Biggest Travel Company
For 18-35 Year Olds

College Life:
A Few Things To Know

•

•
KNOW:

w~;ch oft-c4mp1..s

. bao·ksfat-t w; II bLCy back your~.fecA .$'~.r te.,cHooks for more tJ..ca,, 2s(-e4cli.

~NOW: W~ich "30-,,,·,,..CAte_s--or- it'S'-fr-ee.''
pi2?.Q plqcf Qlwtays tqkes ex~ctly 31 ,,..·,nutts.

Smart Athletes
The UCF Athletic
Department will be
honoring UCF student/athletes with a
4.0 G .P.A. or higher.
They'll also be honoring UCF faculty
members at the
award ceremony.
The event will take
place today, Thursday, from 3-5:30
p.m. at the Administration Building.
Eleven student/athletes will be honored, and the event
is open to all UCF
faculty as well as
students.

~NOW: which evil,
1'4Grter-eatin9 la1.o. . dro~af
m4Ch~heS fo avoi~.

KNOW TUE

C.OPEt

IT ALWAYS c.O..STJ lf..SJ TMAIJ 1-.100-.c.OllfCT.j.,
Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with yo~r wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT. It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT. Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money. You'll be glad you did.

dial

1

a·

0 0

C A L L
A T T
ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT:

Alla: Your 'Ihle Voice.~

•Promotions excluded l~COLLECT"' is. a service mark of MCT

ATaT
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BEEPERS

AS LOW AS

Starting at

$549* A MONTH

$29.95*
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Baseball is back, but for how long?
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•Activation _ _
•Clock• 16 Memory
•Vibrator• Time Stamp
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FREE
.
Leather Case & Cham
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WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD!
wE DELIVER!

Quick Page Inc.

We also recrystal NEC, PANASONIC, UN/DEN, and MAXONS
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GO FAR

IN THE
AIR FORCE.
Learn how far the
Air Force can take
you. If you're a college
graduate, you may qualify
for Air Force Officer Training
School. After completing Officer
Training School, you can become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with:
• great starting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
• management opportunities
Go far in a career as an Air Force
· officer. Call
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
1-800-423-USAF
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WE BUY BEEPERS
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Deltona
2063 Saxon Blvd.
904-789-3339
(Saxon Place)

Fern Park
7030 S. HWY 17-92
407-831-KWIC (5942)
(Across from old K-Mart)
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Bring in Your Beeper and Get:
• FREE RE-CRYSTAL &
• FREE ACTIVATION*
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Un~eB~
Apartmen~

SIGHTS LONG INTO
THE FUTURE.

Across from ~UCF!
*Under New Management*
Now Pre-leasing for August Occupancy
We offer spacious 2bedroom1 1/ 2 bath ,
from $425
• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
• Laun~ry Facilities
•Pool
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning
Universitv

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097

UCF
._

___;P..;;;as=tu=re'-------1
Solon

;i..

r><Jf

Office Hours (M-F) 9-5pm

WE'RE LOOKING FOR TOMORROW'S LEADERS, TODAY. We're
Amoco, a dynamic Fortune 15 company, positioned for dramatic growth in the 90's and beyond.
We seek aggressive, hard-working, toke-charge individuals
who ore about to graduate with a husiness related"degree. H
this sounds like you, consider building a rewording marketing career with a highly recognized leader in its field.
Management skills, strong anal"ytical abilities, and computer
literacy are necessary. Management, market-ing, and business majors are preferred.
We offer a competitive starting salary with .bonus eligibility,
good benefits, a highly-valuable, comprehen-sive l 0-week
training program and ample opportunity for career growth.
If you're serious about success/ fax your
resume to Paul Wehner at 312-856-2367.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
~T:~
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AMOCO
,~

£YES FOREVER OPTICAL
•

"THE PLACE FOR EYES"

THE CLOSEST FULL SERVICE OPTICAL TO UCF

ANY COMPLETE GLASSES
INCLUDING GIORGIO ARMANI & GUESS
(MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $109)

$20°0 OFF
Get an affordable look that's high on fashion. At Cost Cutters.
10071 University Blvd
5174 S. Conway Rd.
425 S. Orlando Ave
uncrest Shopping Center Conway Woods Ctr
Shoppes at Maitland
679-6766
COSTCUTTns· 240-9202
COSTCUTTHS" 539-0383
,AMll.T
CAAE
CAAE )
1-tAtR

I

',FAMILY MAjA

\kl\' ~Cll.ll ~~!..'

ADUUCU~ISHAMPOo,llt5%0FF
& BLOWDRYI I CONDITION, 11
ALL
$6 95
11 & HAIRCUT. 1IPROFESSIONAL
•
~ 11
$S OO ~ 11 HAIR CARE ~=0
c~.!~,~rc~.•,s · ~ 11
COSTCUTTUS
11 PRODUCTS ~
\\t" ll"\ lllll'l\k.'

One coupon per person
Not valid with other discounts
e~ptres

5-20-95

t. fAMll..Y HAlR CARE

11
11

t

'"''"'""'"'.
Long hair slightly more.
One coupon per person
Not valid with other discounts
expire.s 5-~0-9,5

11
11

COSTCUTTHS
\\ c·n· ".,,.

..,,J..·

One coupon per person
Not valid with other discounts
e:-:i)h<:s :,-: 0-95

FREE TINT ON PLASTIC LENSES
($15.00 VAL.DE)

COMPLETE EYE EXAM
s3900
CONTACT LENS EXAM s50
89 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

359-0937
OPEN6DAYSA WEEK
TILL 8 PM THUR. AND FRI.
• EXAMS BY INDEPENDENT DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY
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Ken Jackson
Foul Balls

Boo Hoo.
So, I guess, I won't get to
see the Philadelphia Phil-ins beat
up on the Atlanta Cowards in the
Pseudo-National League East (at
least not this year). THANKS,
DON FEHR! Now you pick a
time to do me a favor, you jerk.
I guess I should be kind of
happy that I got my wish baseball NOW. And as a Floridian, I suppose I should be glad to
get a second chance at seeing
some spring training games.
But I'm feeling alotta
nothin'. I mean, where's the big
agreement? (Huh, Donny boy?)
Seems like we've got a lot of the
. same stuff we were dealing with
back in August, when the guys I
loved (note the past tense)
walked out on me and millions
of other fans. We've even got a
threat from Fehr that the players
may strike again. Oh, things are
so different now (wink wink).
I was ready for replacement baseball. Seriously, I
wanted to see players who would
take the field not thinking they
were there because they lost
something.
This gang of less-skOled
truck-driving (or Perrier delivering or whatever the case niay
be) major-league wannabes
busted their tails with the faint
hope that they would still be
wearing a major league uniform
on Opening Day.
The product they c;lisplayed may not have been the
caliber we, the fans, have been
accustomed to, but what they
did do was give a world class
effort only seen in the blue-cQllar world these days. The play
they showed came less from bats
and gloves than from heart and
guts. For this, I offer them all a
heartfelt smack on the butt .
Then the agreement came
to bring the big boys back, and
some 600 replacements were
suddenly men without a team.
Many were mad, others
coming to grips that this was the
reason they were brought in .
Most just wanted-one shot play on Opening Day and go
home happy. I had a solution: all
start the season opener; everyone sporting an 0-fer would be
dropped, and ownership could
bring back one of their regular
stars.
As long as you get a hit,
you stay. But this would only
happen in ajust world. In a just
world, I've got a blonde on my
arm, students actually dictate to
Student Government, and
Kiinger gets out of Korea.
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I gonna go to a "regular" .._
spring training game. And I'm
taking signs-"Yes or No: You
Back For' Good?" and "You
guys took my plumber's spot,
didja know that?"
Lets all go out to the
ballgame, faithful readers, and
make signs. Be harsh. Bring' em
to tears. They deserve it.

•

•

UCF-F 89.9

•
•

Check out our new arrivals:

•

• Killer Instinct
• Daytona USA
• Crusin' USA

UCF Jazz Lab Annual Spring Concert
·

Sunday - Wednesday 12:00 - 10:00
Thursday 12:00 - 11 :00
Friday 12-:00 - 12:00
Saturday 11 :00 - 12:00

•

,----------.:
c

•

~

Located at University Shoppes
12239 University Blvd., Orlancjo

•

•

the UCF MUSIC DEPARTMENT JAZZ LAB BAND

Mortal ·-K ombat Ill

•

•

·

and premiering the first week of April:

•

•

the alternative & cultural source
and
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SUNDAY
Get $4 in tokens
for only $2

Get $ l in tokens
for only $5
Expires 4/30/95

I
I
I
.
I
Buy $1 in tokens
I eet $1 in tokens FREE
I
.

featuring

I
I
I
1.
I.
I
I

MONDAY NIGHT
Get $5 in tokens
for onlY $3

Friday, April 14, 1995
8:00 p.m.
UCF Student Center Auditorium
FREE for students!
$S at the door for non-students.

Now Two Locations to Serve You Better
· University and Goldenrod

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
(On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444
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UCF proves the higher they're
ranked, the better they play
D Led by outfielder Alex
Morales, the Golden
Knights extended their 20game streak in dramatic
fashion Tuesday.
by MARC LOYD
Staff writer

The_ Golden Knights' 5-4 victory
Tuesday evening at home over· the South
Florida Bulls was a perfect example of the
resiliency the 1995 UCF squad has shown
all season.The Knights' come-from-behind victories are a dime a dozen amidst their nation best 20-game winning streak.
"This team has had the 'never say
die' attitude from the beginning," said UCF

head coach Jay Bergn:ian. "With all the
pressure and the national ranking, it was a
huge victory."
The Knights quickly jumped out to a
1-0 lead which soon vanished as the Bulls
scored one in the second and two in the
third to take a 3-1 lead heading into the
bottom of the third.
Leftfielder Tony Marrillia, who had
four hits on the night, scored on shortstop
Chad Sheffer's sacrifice fly to bring the
Golden Knights to within one heading into
the fourth.
Starting pitcher Brian Gomes would
then settle down and hurl four shut out
innings.
"I was struggling to find my rhythm
earlier in the game, and .I was leaving the
ball up, and that's what they were hitting,"

by JASON SWANCEY

photo/SOLARES

Alex Morales played the role of hero Tuesday night with his two-run double.

The UCF (30-8, 13-5) baseball team
earned their highest ever ranking, number
17 according to Baseball America, by winning 20 consecutive games.
"We just gotta play like we have,
keep playing hard," said UCF outfielder
Alex Morales. "Our pitchers are throwing
great, and we're hitting the hell out of the
ball."
For the Golden Knights, it was their
highest NCAA Division I ranking ever.
UCF also re:entered the Collegiate Base~
ball poll, coming in at number 18 in the

•)

see INCREDIBLE, page 13

Knight$ continue to rise in the polls
Sports editor

\))

4)

country.
The Golden Knights extended the
streak to 20 games by downing the Bulls
from South Florida at home Tuesday night,
5-4.
"Were playing with a mentality right
now that we can ' t be beat."
The TAAC is well represented in the
polls. Florida International Un-iversity (327) is also in the polls, coming in right
behind UCF at number 25.
Next up for the Golden Knights will
be Georgia State on the road both Friday
and Saturday. Look in Tuesday's section
for the results.
t)

The Kid from Okie
State working Magic
by SEAN PERRY
Features editor

As his old teammates battled it out in
the Final Four tournament in Seatlle, the first
round selection of the Orlando Magic sat
chilling by the television set. Point Guard
Brooks Thompson has spent more time watching basketball in the past year than playing.
This kid from the Midwest is on the
pine behind the best thing to happen to the
NBA point guard position in l 0 years, Penny
Hardaway. If that was not bad enough, one of
.__., . - the better back..up guards was acquired in the
off-season as wel1.
Brian Shaw, however, has a pulled
groin and the magnificent one is ailing from

f)

an esophagus disease.

Thompson took the reigns of the best
team in basketball last week against the Los
Angeles Lakers and came out unscathed with
a 20point performance. The Magic, however,
weren't as fortunate. The loss to the Lakers
wasn't entirely unexpected, though.
The run and gun was in ful1 effect and
it was difficult for even Penny to run with
them here in Orlando two' months ago.
Thompson got his second opportunity
against Grant Hill and the Pistons last night
and faired well in his sophomore outing.
With the pressures on the kids shoulder, maybe missing the Final Four isn't as bad
as it looks. Maybe if he had on~ more year of
eligibility the outcome would be different.

•l

UC Cheerteaders ranked fifth
h~·

JASON SWANCEY

Sports editor

The guys and gals who are usually
standing on the sidelines cheering UCF
teams to victory will be getting some
cheers of their own this weekend.
The UCF cheerleading squad will
compete for a national title at the Division I College National Cheerleading
Championships Friday. April 7, at
Disney·s l\IGl\I Studios. UCF will take
the stage at approximatel~· 8 p.m. at the

Indiana Jones Theatre.
Last year, the Golden Knights finished runner-up at the competition out
in San Diego. They head into this year's
competition ranked fifth.
The 16-team field includes: Kentucky, Alabama, Ohio State, Moorehead
State, James Madison and Georgia Tech.
UCF will be the sole-team from the "Sunshine State" this year.
UCF will have an open practice
Wednesday, April 15 at 5: 15 at Universit~· High School.

photo/SOLARES

_The UCF (18-3) Tennis team continued their winning ways Tuesday when
they defeated Rollins College (10-4) 6-1 in team play. The Golden Knights
dropped onty ·one singles match and one doubles match for their 18 win of
the season.

